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A Letter from the Assessor:

What a year so far and it is not close to being finished. The pandemic, like everywhere, created some
strange approaches. For the Assessing Office, it changed the process of property valuation. We resorted
to spending weeks inspecting properties by vehicle, while reporting physical changes back to the office
by speakerphone to be input contemporaneously for further review upon returning to the office to
maintain adequate social distancing. Belfast faced a rising real estate market. The summer gave us

some insight into the ongoing stability ofthe market following April P', which is why the equalization
process started in 2017 was continued to maintain uniformity and fairness among property owners.

This year, over 1300 ofthe almost 4000 real property accounts were reviewed. Upward and downward
adjustments were made to assessed values ofsimilarly situated properties to maintain our median
assessed values within 10% ofthe estimated market value. Why was this done? In addition to the
fairness aspect, this equalization process has allowed you, as property owners,to receive the full benefit
ofthe Homestead and other exemptions, and for the City to receive full reimbursement from the State
for all of the exemption programs. The focus remains on maintaining fair assessments and to strive
toward incremental changes. In this year of Covid-19, however,I believe we can all agree that the focus
is also on potential hardships.
Before I continue, I cannot stress enou^;if you have a financial hardship or if you have had a large
adjustment to the tax bill, please do not hesitate to contact the Assessing Office. We will be setting up
phone calls, emails,zoom, mail, and in-person meetings as well as on-site inspections, though we need
to be orderly and prudent with how we proceed. If necessary, we will refer you to General Assistance
for additional guidance. We will communicate a methodical process to address questions and to
coordinate inspections and adjustments, where warranted, while making sure everyone stays safe. If
something is not reconciled by the first due date, please make the first payment and any adjustments, if
warranted, will be made against the second bill. Abatement applications can be made within 185 days
after the date of commitment.

The mill rate is increasing from 22.90 to 23.30, or 1.7%. Homestead exemptions increased from
$20,000 to $25,000, resulting in $582.50 in savings for those who qualified. Solar equipment
exemptions were applied for the first time, with benefits as high as $559.20(or $46.60 per month for
you solar owners). If you have solar equipment installed, please contact us to confirm we have your
exemption application since next year it may be taxed if we do not have an exemption application.
Additionally, State reimbursement to Belfast for property reported under the business equipment tax
exemption, or BETE,program increased this year from $25.5 million to over $27.9 million in value. At
no cost to local taxpayers other than time, this results in a $36,000 increase in revenues to the City
versus last year, due, in large part, to the high increase in filers this year. Small filers add up.

